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INSTRUMENTPERFORMANCEEVALUATION

K. L. Swinth(I)

Abstract - Deficienciesexist in both the performanceand the
quality of health physics instruments. Recognizingthe
implicationsof such deficienciesfor the protectionof workers
and the public, in the early 1980s the DOE and the NRC encouraged
the developmentof a performancestandard and establisheda
program to test a series of instrumentsagainst criteria in the
standard. The purpose of the testing was to establishthe
practicalityof the criteria in the standard,to determine the
performanceof a cross section of available instruments,and to
establisha testing capability. Over 100 instrumentswere tested,
resultingin a practicalstandard and an understandingof the
deficienciesin availableinstruments. In parallel with the
instrumenttesting, a value-impactstudy clearly establishedthe
benefits of implementinga formal testing program. An ad hoc
committeealso met several times to establishrecommendationsfor
the voluntaryimplementationof a testing program based on the
studies and the performancestandard. For several reasons, a
formal program did not materialize. Ongoing tests and studies
have supportedthe developmentof specific instrumentsand have
helped specific clients understandthe performanceof their
instruments. The purpose of this presentationis to trace the
history of instrument testingto date and suggestthe benefits of
a centralizedformal program.

INTRODUCTION

Radiationprotection instrumentsplay a central role in the protection of the

workers and the public. Instrumentsare needed for more than just

quantitatingthe amount of radiation: they are necessaryto detect the mere

presence of radiation. Our natural senses provide us with semi-quantitative

informationabout a number of hazards, such as sound level, hydrogen sulfide

concentration,light intensity, etc. Unfortunately,the natural senses do not

provide informationabout ionizing radiation. To control radiation exposures

proactivelyrequires the use of instruments;they are an essential part of the

safety equipment in our industry.

(1)Senior Program Manager, Health Physics Department, Pacific Northwest
Laboratory, Richland, WA 99352.
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Passive dosimeters are used as the legal record of radiation exposures, but

they provide only retrospective information. Dosimeters are of questionable

value for control of exposures, particularly as we restrict exposures to

progressively lower levels. Thus, we can expect to see the role of

instruments in radiation protection increase. In fact, instruments, in the

form of electronic dosimeters, are beginning to supplant passive dosimeters,

and it is predicted that this trend will continue (Swinth 1988).

These dosimeters are subject to all of the deficiencies of common radiation

detection instruments plus deficiencies introduced by the microprocessors and

their software. As with passive dosimeters, instruments do not respond to

radiation in the same manner as the biological systems that we are trying to

protect. The instrument measures a physical quantity that we relate to the

expected biological response. Moreover, the instrument's radiation response

can be affected by the environment in which it is used. Finally, instruments

must be designed in a manner that will make them acceptable to the users and

rugged enough to operate reliably under typical operating environments.

The selection of instruments for use in a facility must consider several

factors:

• The environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, radiofrequency

interference, etc.)

• Radiation environment (radiation type, intensities, energies, etc.)

• Electronic and mechanical performance (stability, response time,

ruggedness, etc.)

• User acceptability

• Calibration and serviceability

• Field testing and procedures

• Cost

• Regulatory requirements.

Unfortunately, the needed specifications for instruments are often not

available and, when available, are often not in a format that facilitates



comparisor_ with requirements or with other instruments. The specifications

are also needed in a format that facilitates acceptance testing.

Testing standards and testing programs are designed to provide the required

performance information. The standards provide testing methods (commonality

of testing) and performance criteria (specifications). Independent testing

using appropriate standards provides uniformity of testing and consistent

presentation of results. The purpose of this paper is to review the need for

instrument performance testing and developments in this area Jver the past

decade.

In the following sections, the history of instrument testing is examined:

from the identification of the need for testing in the late 1970s, through the

development of a testing standard, and finally to the present status of a

proposed formal testing program and the review of ongoing testing activities.

IDENTIFICATIONOF NEED FOR TESTING

The need for formalized testingwas initiallyidentified in early acceptance-

testing programs at Hanford (Selby 1985). During the purchasing of a "cutie

pie" (a model of portable survey instrument [jose rate meter]), out of 500

instrumentsapproximatelyone third were rejecteddue to various problems. In

another example, during the purchase of 170 beta-gamma air monitors, it was

discovered that most of the monitors had variousdegr._esof air in-leakage.

; Thus, one would not know whether the sampledair came through the sampling

tube, through the instrument,through a leaking fitting, etc. In addition,

approximately50% of these instrumentsrequired electronic repairs (Selby

1985). In another case, it was found that less than half oi"the portable

survey instrumentsat Three Mile Island (TMI)Unit 2 were operationalat the

time of the March 1979 accident. In at least two instances, individuals

failed to leave high radiation areas in the TMI auxiliary buildingwhen their

radiation survey instrumentsfailed or deflectedfull scale. In one of these

instances, the failure resulted in a whole-body exposure in excess of

regulatory limits (Federlineand Alexander 1985). In 1983, two overexposures
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were reported from a radiographysource containing11 Ci of B°Co. When the

source was examined, the survey meter indicatedzero in a high-intensity

radiation field (Federlineand Alexander 1985).

Total instrumentfailure, particularlyan under-response,"fall-back" in a

high-intensityfield, is the most seriousconsequenceof poor instrument

design and cunstruction. Other instrumentlimitations,such as energy

dependence,temperaturev_riations,susceptibilityto interference,etc., can

cause erroneous readings. Most of these conditionswill not lead to serious

overexposuresand generallywill not result in exposures exceeding regulatory

limits. However, such failures can cause workers to exceed control limits,

which are becoming more restrictive,and cause a general suspicion of the

instrument'sperformance. Agreement between the dose of record from the

personal dosimeter and the instrumentsused for active control of worker

exposurewill become more important as the limits are lowered.

An importantconcern in evaluatingthe performanceof instruments is to

determine the actual limitationsor operationalenvelope of the instrument.

Often, the purchaser of an instrumentwill spend a considerableamount of time

: in an informal survey process to evaluate an instrument'sperformance through

the experience of other instrumentusers. This is not fair to the vendor or

to the purchasers because the performance of instruments should be based on

factual data and not on experiences related by various workers (Bellian 1971).

The limitations of instruments and needs in health physics instrumentation are

generally recognized and have been documented in earlier reports (Swinth,

Tanner, and Fleming 1985; Selby, Swinth, and Kenoyer 1985).

England, Germany, and France have active testing programs for instruments.

More information on these programs can be found in Merwin, Swinth, and

Herrington 1986. The performance-testing programs are based on the

recognition that radiation protection instruments are safety-related equipment

and their performance must be adequate for the measurements that are required.

These countries use testing as the basis for selecting and procuring

instruments, and in some cases, certification of instruments is required.z
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Several important points can be noted from the foreign testing programs:

• The testing programs do not rely on pass/fail criteria based on

international standards.

• There is a consensus that instruments have improved as a result of

testing, but quantitative evidence is generally lacking.

• Instruments with unacceptable or poor performance will be directly or

indirectly eliminated from the marketplace by the testing programs.

• A regulatory basis for testing exists in several countries.

DEVELOPMENT/VERIFICATIONOF ANSI N42.17

Although specific deficiencies with instruments are generally corrected

following their identification, there is no mechanism to ensure that the

knowledge will be transferred to other models of functionally similar

instruments. In addition, a formal mechanism to identify expected performance

or to establish a performance envelope for instruments does not exist in the

U.S.

The concerns related to inadequate instrument performance led to the

development of a performance standard (ANSI 1989a) that set forth performance

requirements and evaluation procedures for several parameters (criteria)

affecting instrument performance, lt is necessary to specify both the

performance under the interfering condition and the method of testing because

variable test conditions will provide different results. For example, fast

temperature excursions will not affect performance in the same manner as slow

excursions, which permit the entire instrument to equilibrate at each test

temperature. The standard (ANSI N42.17A) was drafted in 1981 by a task group

that included manufacturers and users of such instruments as well as

representatives from the regulatory bodies. After several revisions based on

comments from a broad spectrum of reviewers, the standard was published in

1989 (ANSI 1989a).
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The interest of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NRC) in adequate worker protection resulted in a

jointly sponsored study, initiated in 1981, to evaluate the standard by

testing the response of health-physics instrumentation against the

radiological, electrical, mechanical, general, and environmental performance

criteria in the draft standard. Drafts of this standard were evaluated by the

Pacific Northwest Laboratory (Swinth and Kenoyer 1985a,b; Kenoyer et al. 1986)

to determine the applicability and practicality of the proposed standard and

to test a cross section of currently available commercial instruments for

conformance to the proposed standard. Test results were presented and

discussed at the 1984 workshop, which was a predecessor to this workshop

(Swinth and Kenoyer 1985b). The testing helped identify specific weaknesses

in the drafts of the standard and led to several changes in the standard so

. that, when published, the standard represented the needs of users and the

' capabilities of available instruments without being overly restrictive.

Similar standards have been written for air monitoring equipment (ANSI 1989b)

; and for an extended range of environmental conditions for survey instruments

(ANSI 1989c).

During the development of the standard, the performance requirements were

divided into five broad categories. The first category, general

characteristics, included general features of the instrument such as scale

markings, units of readout, status indicators, etc. - items that can generally

be assessed by inspection of the instrument. The second category contains the

electronic and mechanical requirements (response time, stability, etc.) that

could influence instrument readings. In the third category, radiation

response, requirements for the response to the quantity of interest are

provided. This includes the coefficient of variation, response change with

changing radiation energy, change with angle of incident radiation, etc. The

fourth category, interfering response, includes the field conditions that may

interfere with the instrument's response; conditions such as the presence of

magnetic fields, radiofrequency fields, etc. The last category, environmental

factors, includes temperature, humidity, mechanical shock, ambient pressure,

etc. The standard includes 37 specific test criteria. Eleven selected tests

are summarized in Table 1 by failure rate. Out of 101 instruments
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representing 46 models in 26 tests, the overall failure rate, by model, was

25%. This represents data from _79 tests; every test was not applicable to a

specific model, nor was every model tested on all applicable tests. Similar

results have been obtained for the testing of air monitoring instruments

(Kenoyer, Hickey, and Swinth 1993).

The testing indicatedthat all of the tests are practical; instrumentscan be

designed to meet the various performancecriteria. Specific instrument

designs had difficultymeeting certain criteria and during the evaluation of

the standard, selected criteria were changedso that they were not

unnecessarilyrestrictiveand to assuYe that they representedpractical

performance requirements. For example, the requirement for a precision of

2.5% in the initialdrafts of ANSI N42.17Awas found to be too restrictiveand

in later drafts of the standardwas changed to 10%. Instrumentsusing Geiger-

M_eller (GM) detectors showed poor energy response,but Barclay (1986) has

shown that GM detectors can be designedwith adequate compensationto meet

both the energy and angular response criteria. Poor precisionwith GM

detector-basedinstrumentsoccurs becauseof low sensitivity (i.e., cpm/mR) of

the detector and can be improved by the selectionof the detectors. Alpha

survey instrumentsusing air-proportionalcounters as detectors are sensitive

to high humidity and to changes in atmosphericpressure. This may not be

correctable,but other probes (e.g., scintillation)are available and are not

easily influencedby environmentaldifferences. Most of the problems

identifiedare design-relatedand can be corrected. For applicationas

safety-relatedinstrumentation,such correctionsshould be incorporatedinto

the instruments. More details on the evaluationof the standardscan be found

in reports by Swinth and Kenoyer (1985a,b)and Kenoyer et al. (1986).

VALUE-IMPACTSTUDY

In 1985, a study was performed (Merwin,Swinth, and Herrington 1986) to

examine what the impact would be if the NRC implementeda U.S. instrument-

testing program based on ANSI N42.17A. The costs and benefits of three

potential NRC actions that would encourage industry-wideacceptanceof ANSI

Standard N42.17A were examined. The study indicatedthat all of the actions
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would result in substantialbenefits to the health of workers and to the

nuclear industry. Althoughthe estimated annual costs were wide-ranging

($700,000to $9,700,000),it was shown that a positive net benefit from each

alternativemethod of implementingthe standard is highly probable. Also,

other users (DOE facilities,foreign users, etc.)would benefit from NRC

implementationof the standardwith no correspondingincrease in the costs to

the nuclear industry.

Although the estimated net benefits from the key methods of implementation

were about equal, the authors recommend that the NRCamend 10 CFR 20 to

require that licensees purchase survey instruments successfully type tested

against ANSI Standard N42.17A. The instruments should be tested against all

testing parameters, although instruments would be acceptable for use if they

did not pass against parameters that are not applicable to the intended uses

of the instrument. The following considerations support the above

recommendation and summarize the conclusions of the study.

• Testing each instrument would not be cost effective and would be

inconsistent with ANSI N42.17A recommendations.

• A voluntary programwithout publicationof test results would not

generate sufficientaction by industry.

• Amending 10 CFR 20 is more desirable than a regulatoryguide since it

would ensure sufficientaction by the licensees.

• The regulation should not allow limited testing since the cost of

testing against the basic parameters is not significantly lower than the

cost of testing against all parameters.

• Acceptance tests on instrumentsshould be performed to assure that the

manufacturer'squality controlprogram is maintaining the performance

demonstratedin the type tests.



• A grace period of three years should be allowed before the regulation

takes effect.

• The regulation should amend the current 10 CFR 20 requirement that

adequate surveys be performed.

• Alternatively, NRC-sponsored publication of test results without
A

additional intervention by the NRCwould be highly beneficial. This

alternative assumes that the tests will be performed and paid for by the
(I)vendors.

AD HOC COMMITTEEON IMPLEMENTATION

In 1985-1986,an ad hoc committeeof the "Joint Planning Committeefor

Radiation Survey Instrumentsand Calibrations"met to consider methods of

implementingan instrumenttesting programwithin the U.S. The committee was

establishedunder the auspicesof the National Instituteof Standards and

Technology (NIST). The committeeconsistedof ten members representin_three

vendors, government agencies (Departmentof Defense [DOD], NRC, DOE), the

states (Committeeof RadiationControl Program Directors [CRCPD]),and users.

Due to the regulatory climateat the time, the committeefocused on the

developn!entof a voluntaryprogram. Among considerationsfavoring a voluntary

programwere the following:

• A voluntary programwith test results availableto the public showed a

projectedcost benefit in the value-impactstudy (Merwin,Swinth, and

Herrington 1986). While not as great as that for a regulation, the cost

benefit is greater than that for provisionof a certificatebased on a

type test.

(1)This option would be optimal if the costs of poor instrument
performance were significantly overestimated, if instrument testing would not
be as effective in reducing these costs as projected, or if the current
political climate encourages voluntary action.
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• A voluntaryprogram can be put in place much faster than a regulation.

• The present version of the ANSI N42.17 standard does not include

methodology for the implementation of the standard, This methodology

would be very difficult to include in a regulation.

• A voluntaryprogram can respondmore rapidly to the future needs and

changes in the industry.

Based on a voluntarytesting effort, the committeedeveloped several

recommendationsto guide the developmentof a program. The committee

considered severalfactors, includingtesting as a function of use, the cost

of testing, the need for retesting,etc. The committeealso recommendedan

overview committeebe establishedto guide program developmentby approval of

testing facilities,resolution of disputes,developing prioritiesfor testing,

acting as a repositoryfor acceptance-testinginformation,and finallyby

developing recommendationsto assure continuingperformanceof tested

instruments.

Features of the recommendedprogram include"

1. Instrument models used in radiation protection programs shall be

type-tested by an approved laboratory.

2. An acceptance test shall be performed at accredited (at least tertiary)

facilities.

3. A period of five years shall be permittedbetween the initiation of the

program and the requirementthat all new instrumentsbe tested.

4. "Grandfathering"of instrumentsshall not be permitted. Instrumentsin

use at the time of program initiationwould be retiredat the end of an

eight-yearperiod or tested and upgraded to meet the required

performance.
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5. Test data shall be the property of the customer. When the test is

purchasea by the manufacturer, he will be encouraged to make available

the test results with his comments. The overview committee will

m_:intain a list of tested instruments.

6. The overview committee will review and accredit all testing

laboratories. Due to the amount of radiation testing involved, testing

laboratories shall maintain secondary accreditation as an instrument-

calibration laboratory through an approved program.

7. Where possible, acceptance-testing and calibration will be done by a

laboratory with accreditation by the :,ealthPhysics Society (HPS).

8. The type-testing of instruments shall not be performed in a

manufacturer-controlled or -operated laboratory.

9. A manufacturer with an accredited calibration facility can perform the

acceptance-testing of the instrument.

10. Upon initiation of the program, testing priority will be on a first-

come, first-served basis. The manufactJrer is expected to pay for all

type-testing costs, including any necessary retests. The customer is

expected to contract for and pay for acceptance-testing costs. The

understanding is that the user will bear all these costs through

increased instrument prices and operational costs. The manufacturer

should establish a quality control (QC) program to ensure that the

instruments will perform as demonstrated during the type-testing.

Without such cooperation from the manui;acturers, the program will not be

successful.

!!. If an instrument fails a follow-on test (see Section 4), or a user

identifies a change in performance of the instrument, or acceptance-

testing indicates a recurring deficiency, the overview committee shall

notify the manufacturer and request that the problem be corrected. If

the problem could impact the health ard safety of radiation workers, the

11
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manufacturershall send a notificationto all customersexplaining

needed upgrades or limitationson instrumentperformance.

lt may appear unusual to permit a manufacturerto perform acceptance tests

(item 9) and not perform the type tests (item 8). Independenttype-testing

was preferredsince the method of testing and the presentationof test results

can obscure the actual performanceof the instrument (Bellian1971).

Independenttesting will remove any question about test results. The testing

laboratorydata can be used to establish specifictest geometries and

proceduresthat will assure that performanceof an instrumentwill meet basic

type-testingstandards. Thus, it appearsreasonable to permit manufacturers

to use such procedures and to certifzthe performanceof the specific

instrument.

Although a considerableamount of effort went into defining the elements of a

program, a testing effort was not established. Without some direct motivation

(regulation,recognized liability,or outside support and publicationof

results), a programwill not be established. The costs to the vendor preclude

any simple voluntary implementationeven though provision of tested, quality

products should be the responsibilityof the manufacturer.

CURRENTTESTING EFFORTS

Although a formal testing effort has not been established,the ANSI N42.17

standardsand the evaluation of instrumentscreated a heightened concern over

the performanceof instruments. This concern has led to the testing of

instrumentsfor specific applicationsand to some formal tests by vendors.

Prototypetests have been performedon pocket alarmingdosimeters and on air

monitors for vendors, and formal tests have been performedon pocket alarming

dosimeters.

Evaluations of various models of instruments (both prototypes and commercial

models) have been performed for DOElaboratories and the DODto determine the

performance characteristics of alpha survey meters, air monitors, hand and

shoe counters, pocket alarming dosimeters, and various dose rate meters.
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of the instrumentsand models tested. The tests have often been complemented

by subjective field evaluations. Unfortunately,the tests have not been

published in the open literature,and thus the current tests do not serve the

general community.

The formal testing has led to improvementsin instrumentperformance,but it

has also shown that importantdeficienciescontinueto exist in commercial

instruments. Some of these deficiencieshave been introducedby new

technology. The advent of "smart" instrumentshas led to new problems

introducedthrough the control software. New technology in the form of large-

area silicon detectorshas led to seriousradiofrequencysusceptibility,and

incorrectapplicationof active air flow monitors has caused seriouserrors in

calculated air concentrations. Some of these deficienciesare beyond the

criteria establishedin the ANSI N42.17 standardsand should be considered in

future drafts.

Reductions in the influencesof common deficiencies (angulardependence,

temperatureresponse,energy response)that limit overall instrumentaccuracy

(Swinth and Hickey 1988; Swinth et al. 1986; Swinth, Roberson,and MacLellan

1988) have not been observed in our testing. Improvementsin these areas

would improvethe overall accuracyof health physics measurements.

CONCLUSIONSAND RECDMMENDATIONS

The standard (ANSI N42.17), draft laboratoryprocedures,and quality control

requirementsexist for a formal instrumenttesting program. The draft

implementationguidance,along with the other documentation,can form the

basis for a program standard and handbook. The DOE suggests a formal program

in its RadiologicalControl Manual and does note the need for evaluation of

instrumentsprior to use (DOE 1992). Although severalDOE facilitiesperform

some version of instrumentevaluation,establishmentof a centralizedformal

program would improve the availabilityof data. The need for a formal testing

program has been demonstrated,and most of the elements have been developed.
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Due to the recognizedneed for tests and evaluation,informal testing has

taken place and testing is encouraged by the DOE. lt appears that without

direction (requirements)from the policy-makingorganizations,a uniform

program will not be developed. The benefits of a properly structuredprogram

include:

• Uniform requirements for instrument performance

• Transfer of knowledge among users

• Improved measurement accuracy

• Elimination of duplication of effort

• Improved product quality and reliability.

Most of the drawbacks to such a program focus on the costs and the potential

for restricting access to the market for the smaller manufacturers.

Responsibility for tested, quality products should be the responsibility of

the manufacturers. Unfortunately, our experience has been that the products

are not improving significantly and new technology continues to introduce new

problems that are not recognized without testing.
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Table I. Pass/failperformancefor selectedtests on health physics
instrument_;evaluated againstANSI N42.17A requirements.

Number of Failures/Number of Models
Tested, by Instrument Category

Allowable c
Test Variation, % lon Geiger-

Chamber M(_elI er AI pha

Stabi I i ty +6 0/6 1/20 0/7

Accuracy +I 5 I/6 a 3/1 la NAb

Energy Response +20 I/7 a 9/14 a NA

Angular Variation +20 I/3 a 9/11 a NA

Temperature +15 3/7 0/I2 4/6

Humidity +_15 I/5 2/14 2/4

Mechanical Shock +_15 0/3 0/8 0/6

Vibration +_15 I/4 0/7 2/6

Ambient Pressure +15 0/6 0/14 6/7

Radiofrequency +15 2/7 2/5 0/5
Susceptibility

Microwave _+15 4/5 3/7 2/3
Susceptibility

a For photon radiation.
b NA = not applicable.
c Variation in reading due to changes in test parameter permitted

by ANSI N42.17A test requirements.
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